(1) L=K((X)).
(1) L=K((X)). Thus, boE(am) also. And since m is arbitrary, b0 is a nonzero element of 0"=0(ai) and (3) holds.
We assume the validity of (3). It is clear that
We therefore consider an element £= 22»=o ?nA" where each t;nEK. For each n, there is a nonzero element b" of D such that bn£nED. Because Example.
In light of Theorem 1 it seems more reasonable to ask whether there exists a domain D, properly contained in its quotient field K, such that A((A)) is the quotient field of D [ [X] ]. The following example shows that the answer to this question is affirmative.
In fact, we construct a valuation ring with this property. We let A be a well-ordered set whose ordinal type is that of the set of ordinals preceding 0, the first uncountable ordinal, and we consider a collection {Ga}as=A of groups, each isomorphic to the additive group of integers. We define G to be the external weak direct sum of the groups Ga. We think of the elements of G as ordered | A | -tuples (| A | is the cardinality ol A) with integral coordinates, having only finitely many nonzero coordinates. G becomes a totally-ordered abelian group if we define on G the reverse lexicographic order: An element g of G is positive if the last nonzero coordinate of g is a positive integer. Hence, by definition of the order relation on G, if the last nonzero entry of via/) is in G",, then a{ precedes or is equal to ai+i for each positive integer i. By choice of the set A, there is an element a of A such that each a, precedes a. It follows that there is an element 6 of Fsuch that vQ>)>via/) for each i so that 6 is a nonzero element of nf-i(a»)f and condition (6) holds. D is a commutative ring with identity, and K is the total quotient ring of D; nonzero principal ideals is replaced throughout by principal ideals generated by a regular element; nonzero ideals is replaced throughout by regular ideals; "^(O)" is replaced throughout by contains a regular element; and in (2), A is taken to be the set of regular elements of D. Also, if D is a domain satisfying any of the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1, then any domain between D and its quotient field has the same property.
